
Message Passing Tabletop - Pre-Study 
05/04/2019 

 
Instructions: Complete the following exercises, and bring to class. Be prepared to 
answer if called upon! 
 
Intro, Review, and Concepts 
 
Fill in the blanks: 
 

1. A great message passer needs to be a great communicator, who is able to 
communicate _________, following ________, __________, procedures that 
__________ is trained to use. 
 

2. Use only ______ language, and transmit only _______ from an __________ 
source or __________. 

 
3. Make only ___________ transmissions. 

 
4. Logs and forms must be _______, _________, _________, and __________. 

 
5. Use standard _____ phonetics. 

 
6. Listen for, and ________, instructions. 

 
7. We pass messages for __________ and _________. 

 
True or False: 

 
8.  ____ The county message net is used to pass messages between cities. 

 
9.  ____ Verbal messages should be logged, but don’t need to be tracked. 

 
10.  ____ Operational traffic, like check-in/check-outs or status reports, doesn’t need 

to be logged. 
 

11.____ Written messages require logging and tracking. 
 

12.____ Written messages must be transmitted exactly. 
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Name the role played in the message passing process: 

 
13.Radio operator sending the message: _______________ 

 
14.Radio operator receiving the message: _______________ 

 
15.The last receiving station: __________________ 

 
16.The creator of the message: _________________ 

 
17.Acts first as a receiving station, then as a sending station: _________________ 

 
18.The person/position to which the message is addressed: __________________ 

 
19.The first sending station: _________________ 

 
 
Fundamentals 
 
True or False: 
 

20.____ All words are groups. 
  

21.____ Some symbols are known by different names, and it doesn’t matter which 
name we use. 
  

22.____ Non-word groups are sometimes voiced phonetically. 
  

23.____ The way we deal with punctuation in a message is the same as ARRL NTS 
procedures. 
  

24.____ There are non-punctuation symbols used in the following phrase: “Deliver 
blankets, 2, or more cots, and pillows.” 
  

25.____ Prowords are used to facilitate message passing by voice. 
  

26.____ When heard, prowords are not written as part of the message. 
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27.____ It’s OK to voice a group phonetically without first introducing it with the 
appropriate proword. 
  

28.  ____ The “I SPELL” clarification proword is spoken after voicing the word being 
spelled. 
 
 

Fill in the blanks: 
 

29.Our processes are based upon the ______  _____ manual, chapter ___. 
 

30.We refer to a “group” as a combination of __________, __________, and/or 
__________, typically separated by _______________. 
 

31.The messages we pass are often written by, and for, ___________. 
 

32.A trick to slow down your pace is to “_________  ________” the message as you 
pass it. 
  

33._________ prowords define the start, end, or control the flow of messages. 
  

34._____________ prowords clarify or emphasize what was just said, and are 
always spoken _______ a group. 
 

35._____________ prowords define a quality to allow precise copy, and are used 
________ a group. 
 

36.____________ prowords alert the receiver to what’s coming next, and are always 
spoken ________ a group. 
  

37. “Message number”, “Stand by”, “Go”, and “Say again” are all examples of 
__________ prowords. 
  

38.You should use the “___  ______  _______” proword if you want to emphasize 
something that you just said. 
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39.Write, from memory, the phonetic alphabet (the first one is already completed). 

Check your work, and circle your incorrect answers -- these are the ones you 
really need to practice. 
 
Alfa____ B______ C______ D______ E______ F______ 
G______ H______ I_______ J______ K______ L______ 
M______ N______ O______ P______ Q______ R______ 
S______ T______ U______ V______ W______ X______ 
Y______ Z______ 
  

40.Write the names of the six symbols we consider punctuation: 
. ________ , ________ : ________ ; ____________ ? ______________ 
! _______________ 

 
41.You are receiving a message, and the sender pauses after each five word group, 

below. Assume “?????” was unintelligible, and you need it repeated. Fill in the 
blanks to indicate how you would ask for a fill: 

 
1. Sender: “Herman Munster received a ?????” 

You: “Say again ________  ________ a” 
 

2. Sender: “????? more jelly donuts please” 
You: “Say again ________  ________ more” 

 
3. Sender: “Go to ????? ????? ?????” 

You: “Say again _____  ________ to” 
 

4. Sender: “????? ????? ????? ????? after” 
You: “Say again _____  ________ after” 

 
5. Sender: “????? ????? ????? ????? ?????” 

You: “_____  ________” 
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42.You’re sending the following phrases in a message, and you want to ensure that 
anything written in ALL-CAPS-ITALICS is received clearly and correctly, and 
anything in ALL-CAPS-BOLD is emphasized. Fill in the blanks to indicate what 
you’d say. Spell phonetically, if necessary. 
 

Example: 
Message: “I need TWO radios” 
Spoken: “I need two, I spell, tango whiskey oscar, radios” 

 
1. Message: “Turn right on KAY street” 

Spoken: “Turn right on kay,  ___  ________,  ________ ________ 
________, street” 
 

2. Message: “Need to eliminate METHYLBADSTUF now” 
Spoken: “Need to eliminate methylbadstuf, ___  ________, ________ 
________  ________  ________  ________  ________  ________ 
________  ________  ________  ________ ________  ________,  now” 
 

3. Message: “DON’T enter the building” 
Spoken: “Don’t, ___  _____  ________, _______ enter the building” 
 

4. Message: “We need jelly donuts NOW” 
Spoken: “We need jelly donuts now, ___  _____  ________, _____” 

 
43.The “____________” and “____________” prowords are used for case-sensitive 

groups like passwords and internet addresses. 
 
 
Multiple Choice: 
 

44.Which is true about “pauses” during message passing: 
 

A. They provide clarity and separation. 
B. They provide clues. 
C. They help improve efficiency. 
D. All of the above. 
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45.When should you use the “I SPELL” clarification proword? 
 

A. When the word just spoken might sound like another word. 
B. When the word is misspelled, or has difficult or unusual spelling. 
C. Anytime you think the receiver might misunderstand. 
D. All of the above. 

 
 
Context-dependent Symbol Names 

 
46.Some symbols are voiced differently, depending upon context. Match the 

symbol/voicing pair with the context where it’s used (the first one is already 
completed). A context may be used more than once. 

 
(.) Period  __D__  
(.) Decimal  _____ A. When used within a word 
(.) Dot  _____ B. When used in email, internet, packet addresses 
(-) Minus sign  _____ C. When used elsewhere 
(-) Dash  _____ D. When used at the end of a sentence 
(‘) Apostrophe  _____ E. When used in numbers 
(‘) Single quote _____  

 
 
Identifying Groups and Prowords 
 

47.For each of the message fragments on the following page, underline each group, 
and below the group, identify the proword you’d use to introduce it from the 
following list. Circle anything considered case-sensitive. 

 
A. voiced as a word B. voiced as a word, then “I SPELL …” 
C. INITIAL(S) D. FIGURE(S) 
E. SYMBOL(S) F. MIXED GROUP 
G. MIXED GROUP FIGURE(S) H. MIXED GROUP SYMBOL(S) 
I. TELEPHONE FIGURES J. GPS COORDINATES 
K. AMATEUR CALL L. EMAIL ADDRESS 
M. PACKET ADDRESS N. INTERNET ADDRESS 
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Example: 0.  440.700 MHz   →  0.   440.700 MHz 
                                                                   D         C 

 
1.   9 lives or 1645 hours 

 
2.   -600 Hz 

 
3.   107 Hook Road SW Apt 21 

 
4.   Philadelphia PA 19034 

  
5.   Deliver WD-40 and android 6S 

  
6.   55 W Younger Ave 4th Flr 

  
7.   107A E 1st St Apt 3C 

 
8.   Replace ?? with values, then call 408.555.1212 

 
9.   $100 should cover the cost, according to http://x.com/Widget 

  
10.   One LiFePo4 battery at -2°C 

 
11.   W6XRL4 will meet to discuss 

  
12.   Contact w6xrl4@gmail.com or w6xlr4@w1xsc.#nca.ca.usa 

 
13.   Meet at 37° 22’ 13.97” N, 122° 02’ 24.56” W 

  
14.   ICP located at 37 22.2328, 122 02.4093 

  
15.   They said to send two tu-tus, too 

 
16.   The password is Abc?deF 

 
17.   Connect to rtsp://127.0.0.1/cam?zoom=5&tilt=180 
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